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3rd workshop session – questions for the future 
 

Summary from three groups 

How to achieve / ensure a systematic approach to validation? 
 Harmonized qualification system (e.g. like European welding federation) is important. 

The course system (consists of Course curricula and Quality system) should be 
flexible. 

 Getting down to the core, to the ground level, to address the real needs of workers 
and of companies. 

 The validation system should become a mainstream to reach everyone. 
 Firstly addressing one target group (e.g. Iceland) until the system is ready to offer 

high quality for everyone.  
 Validation should be part of the system, as a norm at every NQF level. 
 Formal legislation is important. 
 Open access to validation for everyone. 

o Create an atmosphere where people know about their right to validation. 
o Local validation centres should be spread.  

 The validation process should not be too narrow; else it would be too near to the 
education system. 

 Not too many different systems for validation, it could be confusing for companies and 
individuals.  

 Exchange tools and link different systems and levels (e.g. internal system of a 
company should be link to a general system). 

 Involve all stakeholders. 

How to achieve / ensure that validation will be integrated in the education and training 
systems and working life? 

 Convince the education system, politicians, labour market and society that validation 
is of the same value than the study at a university or a vocational training. 

o Overcome suspicion by good quality. 
 Improving quality takes time. Take enough time to create a high quality system.  
 A practical demand is needed and is essential (e.g. Sweden: The Swedish industry 

overcame a problem with skills supplies by building up a validation system. The need 
was so strong that it was easy to get the companies together. Now 2000 people a 
year are validated, educated and certified on qualifications. 75 independent validation 
centers exist and 100 trained assessors work in the centers. 

 Different systems (e.g. companies and national system) have to be linked. 
o Include social partners in the process, create an open system and debate with 

all stakeholders. 
 Flexibility of the education system: treat people individualized and in a flexible way.  
 Standards of the validation system and the regular education system have to be 

equal. 
 Create frameworks that integrate validation.  

What are the benefits identified? 
 Validation shortens the education process. 
 The modular systems are urgent and important for people who have not completed 

their basic education, prisoners and unemployed. 
 Relevance of the methods used for validation and the respective target groups. 
 Validation empowers people. 
 The validation process motivates people for upcoming tasks.  
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 People get engaged in learning (again). 
 Community involvement can be raised.  
 People become aware of their personal development possibilities.  
 Validation is raising an awareness of the knowledge and skills a person has, self-

esteem (especially for disadvantaged target groups). 

What needs to be done in the future? 
 Broaden up the validation to social and similar competences (life skills, citizenship, 

soft competences) and not only focus on VET sector holistic approach 
 Create an institution (preferably independent) to deal with assessment (Who makes 

the assessment and who gives recognition?). 
 Outline and discuss differences between competences and learning outcomes. 
 Combining career guidance and validation is important. 
 Validation should be carried out through personal coaching by an assessor and 

mentor. 
 Career guidance by trained staff is important. 
 Reach the groups that need validation and recognition of their skills – unemployed 

people, prisoners, elderly people and immigrants.  
 Validation has to be part of a bigger process. There are cultural barriers in the 

educational system. The changes have to be inside and outside the educational 
system.  

 Create awareness about validation: vertical and horizontal dissemination is needed. 
 Ensure quality for the existing practices. 
 Improve quality (in existing practices) before we can offer it to everyone. 
 Involve all parts / sectors of the society. 
 Guidelines from the right European body are needed in order to get a better 

understanding and discuss the process more successful (one unified system?). 
 We need a system to receive people/participants; else information about validation 

cannot be spread. 
 Research about costs (we do not know what it costs or what it does not cost. 

Qualification brings you to work or saves education, we think we save money. But we 
DO not know?). 

 Research in order to get arguments for the governments.  
 Clear definition about validation to talk about the same thing. 
 Guidelines about integrating validation into the framework. 
 We need a framework that is beyond the formal education system and has links to 

working life. 
 Discuss about the role of the guidelines and how to enhance, ensure and follow them. 
 We need to collect the national experiences and unify them into a system. But first we 

need national system and then a European one. 
 Education for counselors and mentors is essential in order to broaden validation. 
 There should be a certification for people working in the validation process. 
 We need to increase the mobility of the workforce. Therefore transferable skills 

between the sectors are essential. Identify the transferable skills between industries 
and sectors. 

 We need leadership from the education authorities to create awareness about 
validation. 

 There is a need to introduce validation at early stages.  
 The documentation should be the same everywhere. 
 We need two approaches: Bottom up and top down. 
 Build up trust in the validation system. 
 We need a lobby to the politics and to the labour market. 
 A common concept is needed. 
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How is the validation process being monitored today? 
 Quality check (e.g. Belgium: Quality checks in Higher Education and also in 

employment services – strict to provide compliance with the profile identified by the 
employers.  

 There is a need of some pre-validation to avoid a conflict between the requirements 
of the labour market and some special target groups (related to the employment 
services. 

 Create Validation Centers that use an online platform to accumulate all information of 
one person (e.g. Portugal-learning centers). 

 Central monitoring is a useful instrument to not evaluate a person twice (e.g. Portugal 
– learning centers). 

 Monitoring should be done immediately after the validation process -how it has been, 
experiences- and six months later -effect and impact survey- (e.g. Portugal). 

How can validation be made more visible and by whom? 
 Integrate validation in awareness campaigns.  
 Make authorities aware that validation should be implemented (Risk – you have to 

have capacity to meet the people who may show interest after the campaigns). 
 Involve the government. 
 The guidance counselor is the main agent who can spread the word.  
 Work in associations, organisations, etc. is important and should be mentioned in the 

European guidelines. It is important that all competences are made visible, also those 
that are not part of the curricula of the formal education system or part of the labour 
market qualifications. 

 TV, radio, social service agencies and unemployment systems could be used. 
 Relevant stakeholders must know about validation process. 

 
 
 
 


